
NEMOPSYS 3D
Full 3D convergence solution for Portable Video Game Platforms

7 inch
3D auto-stereoscopic Display

a collaborative project involving:

Touchless 3D Game Control 
with NEMOPSYS Technology

3D Games and 
3D Animated Characters

3D auto-stereoscopic displays are expected to massively enter the smartphones, tablets and portable game 
consoles markets  by 2017.

Latest generations of 3D auto-stereoscopic displays provide more and more amazing “wow effect” in terms 
of perceived depths and volumes.

Imagine that you could directly interact with the 3D pictures going out of the screen plan, where your eyes 
really see  the picture…

That’s the incredible new user experience that Noalia Concept, Avnet Embedded and Forma3Dev  offer you  
to experiment !!! 

ViSit Our bOOth (t483) and try our 
Full 3D convergence prototype to tESt Our “triPlE WOW EFFEct”

3D games and animated characters created by Forma3Dev are projected onto Avnet Embedded’s latest 
generation of  7” auto-stereoscopic displays.

Noalia Concept provides you the capability to control the game in Touchless 3D mode with its patented 
technology NEMOPSYS.



AbOut uS

Avnet Embedded provides customers throughout Europe with a 
complete range of embedded solutions, from semi-finished board 
products to full ODM projects.

Serving customers in an array of markets, Avnet Embedded is 
differentiated by unrivalled expertise across a broad product 
portfolio. Customers are able to consult Avnet Embedded specialists 
on the most appropriate solution to meet their particular needs.

At Game Connection 2012, Avnet Embedded presents its latest 
generation of 7 inch 3D auto-stereoscopic displays  by NLT 
Technologies.

Noalia concept is a start-up company created in 2010 and focused 
on the commercial exploitation of its patented advanced disruptive 
technology NEMOPSYS.

NEMOPSYS is a sensory system in the field of touch control 
providing enhanced multitouch capabilities to touchless 3D 
gesture recognition. NEMOPSYS is particularly suited for new user 
interaction developments on touchscreen-based portable platforms 
up to 10 inches (tablet size). 

At Game Connection 2012, Noalia Concept presents how NEMOPSYS 
can be implemented as a hand-free touchless game controller.

Forma3Dev is an individual person company specialised in  OpenGL 
training and development.

Forma3Dev provide its customers with advanced services based on 
its experience and in C++, OpenGL (ES) and GNU/Linux systems.

Forma3Dev provides DDX Engine, a multiplatform solution (PC, 
Nintendo Wii, Nintendo DS, Android) embedding mathematics, 
serialisation, image, logs, animation, patterns and widget libraries.

At Game Connection 2012, FormaDev presents its development 
capabilities based on DDX-Engine  for 3D custom animations.
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